NESTING BEHAVIOR OF THE PICAZURO PIGEON, Columba picazuro (COLUMBIDAE, AVES)
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ABSTRACT
The Picazuro Pigeon nests in all months of the year in southeastern Brazil. Nest material is plucked from trees or ground and carried to build a frail and transparent nest of sticks where one egg is laid. Female and male alternate in incubation and brooding and do not soil the nest with feces.
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INTRODUCTION
The Picazuro Pigeon or “pomba-asa-branca” (Willis & Oniki, 1991), Columba picazuro, is common in semi-desert or cleared areas, even in cities where there are trees, in Piauí, Pernambuco and Bahia; also from Rio Grande do Sul west to Mato Grosso (Meyer de Schauensee, 1970). It invaded the state of São Paulo with deforestation, starting in 1968 (Willis & Oniki, 1987; Alvarenga, 1990) and has been increasing in Buenos Aires since 1968 (Carman, 1975), and in Santa Catarina (Rosário, 1996). Recently it invaded the state of Rio de Janeiro (Nacinovic et al., 1988). Presently, it is one of the commonest birds in eastern Brazil.

MATERIAL, STUDY AREAS, AND METHODS
On 19 August 1993, an adult was collecting material for a nest (Nest 1 = N1) on the campus of the Universidade Estadual Paulista (Unesp, 22°29’S, 47°33’W, 620 m elevation) in Rio Claro, SP. On 31 August 1997, at the headquarters of the Experimental Station of Luiz Antônio, SP (21°34’S, 47°44’W, 650 m elevation), an adult was incubating (N2); one young hatched that day. Another nest was being built in a cedar 80 m away. On 4 September 1997, another nest (N3) had an adult incubating at the headquarters of the Zootechnical Experimental Station of Sertãozinho (21°09’S, 48°05’W, 520 m elevation).

We observed birds at three nests, for a total of 41 hours and 25 minutes, with binoculars Nikon 9 x 23 and Zeiss 8 x 30, from some 8 m off. We did not use blinds, for the adults did not seem disturbed by our presence.

RESULTS
Nest and nesting period
The nest is a small platform, thin enough that one can see contents from below. The nests studied...
were on the hard rachises of palm leaves (some 30–50 cm from the trunk). N1 and N2 were on leaves of “jerivá” (*Syagrus romanzoffianum*, Palmae), N3 was in a “bocaiúva”, *Attalea* sp. (Palmae) while the other nest at Luiz Antônio in a *Cha-
macypars* sp. (Cupressaceae). A. Z. Antunes (pers. comm.) noted a nest in construction 11 September. in the palm “rabo-de-peixe” (*Caryota urens*, Palmae) and another 22 August in a flamboyant tree (*Delonyx regia*, Caesalpiniaceae).

Thirty-one nests in construction, with egg or young, usually in dicotyledonous bushes or trees, were noted by Willis in the State of São Paulo, 2 to 30 m up, in all months except March and April. Britto (1950) reported nests in captivity, with one egg, from December to April. Thus, nests are known from every month of the year. All nests from Brazil had one egg or young, but Sclater & Hudson (1889), Hartert & Venturi (1909), Dinelli (1929), and J. Unger, fide Steinbacher (1962) reported occasional nests with two eggs. Ihering (1900), Wilson (1924), Carman (1971) and Belton (1984) noted one egg or young per nest, also Wetmore (1926) and De la Peña (1987). Apparently the Picazuro Pigeon can have one or two eggs southward; northward, there is only one egg per nest.

**Nest material**

At N1, one was collecting material at 6–9 m atop a tree at 10:15 h on 19 August. Perched, he tried to break off terminal twigs with the beak, changing branch or position when unsuccessful. Once he took 5 minutes, another time 6 minutes and 22 seconds to get a twig and carry it to the nest, 50 m off and 5 m up atop the palm. August 21, at 07:48 h, an adult perched 3 m up and pecked off a dead twig on the first try, but let it fall. Two minutes later, he flew to the lawn below and walked about; 3 minutes later, he flew toward the nest, with a brief stop 6 m up. There was much construction in the morning; in 73 minutes (07:46 h-09:03 h) an adult flew 15 times to the nest with small dead twigs, which he added to the nest because the mate was not present. He usually stopped only one minute before returning to the other tree to get a twig. In several other nests, the male carried material to a presumed female sitting on the nest, as in other Columbidae.

**Feeding**

After dropping twigs, the pigeon often flew down, pecking and eating small seeds and bits of grit. It walked about, finally picking up a fallen twig and carrying it to the nest. This species normally feeds in open ground in open areas, far from bushes or trees. Thus, it managed to spread to humid areas of southeastern Brazil only after humans created large “desert-like” areas of open ground, previously absent except in dry regions (Willis & Oniki, 1987). It does flee to trees when disturbed, hide in them to sing, and nest well above the ground, even nesting in dense patches of cerradão well away from borders (other than small openings where it may get twigs, but never forages). Thus, it may be unable to adapt to completely treeless fields, at least to breed.

**Hatching and brood care**

On 31 August, at 13:12 h, the presumed male (male Columbidae incubate at midday) at N2 had ¾ of an eggshell in the beak and let it drop. At 13:16 h, it chewed the rest of the shell for 30 seconds. The bird did not seem disturbed by the hot sun or the breeze shaking the palm leaf and nest. He brooded quietly, looking under his belly at 13:22 h and touching the young with his beak. He then closed his eyes as if sleeping. At 13:43 h, 13:49 h, and 14:18 h he looked about and nibbled underneath again. At 14:29 h, he regurgitated food for the young for the first time. At 14:36 h he scratched his chest vigorously, near the bend of the right wing. At 14:42 h, 13 minutes after the first feeding, he fed the young again; he sat watching alertly, chest somewhat puffed out. The nest rim did not become dirty with feces, unlike *Columbina talpactoi*; but the leaves under the nest were spotted with white, indicating that a large pigeon in a small nest can drop feces outside, which a small one cannot.

The adult with recently hatched young behaved much as during incubation: it sat for long periods, looking under the breast now and then and moving the beak there; it closed the eyes to sleep; it could yawn or preen under the raised feathers; and it watched alertly, quiet or slowly turning the head. The adult rose now and then to regurgitate food for the young. In the heat of midday, the male kept his beak slightly open, with throat fluttering.

As in Columbidae in general, the adults alternated on the nest during incubation or brooding, not leaving the nest exposed. The female slept on the nest and the male took her place during the
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day. At N2, the changeover occurred 31 August. at 16:56 h; the next day, changeovers were at 07:58 h and 16:34 h; on 2 September, at 8:11 h.

For the changeover on 31 August, the bird on the nest sang 16:03; two others sang 16:08, one near and the other more distant, and the male sang again, then rose and poked the nestling a few times. He sat, occasionally rising to poke underneath; 16:24 h he sang loudly once, stood and poked underneath, and sang again 16:26 h. 16:28 h he preened under the left wing, then sat low as a jay (*Cyanocorax chrysops*) passed near Oniki. At 16:34 h, he and two distant birds sang, then the male and one distant bird sang alternately; 16:36 h one bird chased another from a tree top 50 m off, but the male and two other birds sang. At 16:40 h he stopped, but the others continued, 16:43 h one flew to a tree 10 m off and gave short “u-ku” rough calls, with song 16:45 h and 16:46 h from the male. He sang 16:49 h, 16:51 h, and 16:52 h after closing the eyes a few times as if sleeping. Even though three jays called 12 m off, he sang again now and then. At 16:56 h, the female flew up and perched 1 m from the nest on another leaf of the palm. The sitting male rose 10 seconds later and walked slowly along the leaf rachis to the base of the leaf. He jumped to the next leaf and flew, while the female came to the nest leaf and walked to the nest, watching carefully about as she did so, and finally sat.

For the morning changeover, the male perched silently 8 m up and 8 m off at 7:52 h and preened his rump, belly and right wing with body feathers slightly fluffed; he flew to the nest palm and gave a faint call. The female remained immobile but answered “ku-ku!” faintly. Then, the male perched 1 m from nest, walked to 10 cm off and gave another faint note. She stood slowly but could not walk that way, so she turned and walked 10 paces carefully, flying to an ipê tree some 8 m away. She preened a bit with body fluffed and at 8:00 h flew away, while at 7:58 h, male finally sat and looked around carefully. Thus, there are sometimes exchanges of calls between the adult sitting on the nest and the arriving bird.

Before the afternoon changeover on 1 September, the male on the nest sang occasionally 16:24 h on, in response to songs from the distant cedar. He walked from the nest and flew to the ipê when the female flew to the nest leaf at 16:34 h, and she walked slowly but directly to the nest. The next morning, the female called faintly, at 08:09 h and 08:11 h, then walked off and flew after the male flew to a nearby leaf and hopped to the nest leaf. She defecated several times and preened energetically in distant tree.

**Young**

On 1 September, at 16:08 h, the young had pinkish or blackish skin, with creamy to white down and pale yellow beak; it occasionally moved out under the breast of the male to receive up to four regurgitations per feeding.

**Reactions to other birds or people**

On 1 September, at N2, the sitting male raised both wings to vertical and watched alertly as a Chopí Blackbird (*Gnorimopsar chopi*) whistled in an “ipê amarelo” (*Tabebuia ochracea*, Bignoniaceae) 4 m off. It was alert 31 August when a *Milvago chimachima* perched atop a tree 50 m off, also when persons passed up to 30 m from the nest. When Willis passed an adult brooding a young bird in a nest 3.5 m up in the dense cerradão of Corumbatá, on 17 September 1993, the adult fell to the ground, flopping its wings as if injured, and flew off still pretending to fly with difficulty.

**DISCUSSION**

The Picazuro Pigeon, in São Paulo, nests much of the year, with one egg per nest. It pecks or knocks off twigs of a tree or bush, and can retrieve a twig on the ground to carry it to the nest. At times there is no female on the nest to receive material, which is left there without working for long. The male can sing on the nest in response to distant songs, even with nest-robber jays nearby, while male and female call faintly at nest changeovers. The nestling is fed an hour or two after hatching. Unlike small doves, the nest rim is not dirty with feces, perhaps because the bird is larger than the nest. The thin and fragile-looking nest can be used two or three times after young leave successfully (Britto, 1950; A. J. F. Cabral, pers. comm.). While the species feeds in open fields cleared by humans, it seems to need trees or scrub to sing and nest, or to hide from predators; thus it is not a bird of completely cleared fields or cities, but of partly cleared zones with occasional trees (suburban or partly cleared zones).
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